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The name of The Academy of Ancient Music is well known to present-day music lovers as the 

period instrument band founded by the late Christopher Hogwood. The name is derived from a music 

society that was founded in early eighteenth-century London by the composer/performer Johann 

Christoph Pepusch (1667-1752). It comprised a high-minded set of musicians and music lovers who 

shared an intellectual curiosity in establishing music as an art that was shaped not by ‘ear-tickling’ 

fashion but rather was based on universal harmonic principles. This was, after all, a time when the 

classical world’s seven liberal arts (astronomy, dialectic, geometry, grammar, mathematics, music, 

rhetoric ) formed a universal bedrock for eighteenth-century European culture, providing eternal 

truths that armed free men to participate fully in civic life. Music, alas, was the only ‘liberal art’ to 

lack its own canon of classical models. Pepusch actively sought to address this problem by scouring 

the classical texts for references to music’s theoretical traditions, an eccentric preoccupation that also 

led him to collect copies of the most ancient music he could find, and to produce his own theory of 

‘Music among the Ancients’. From this interest grew the Academy of Ancient Music, which through 

its members and their contacts (at home and abroad) collected, studied, edited and performed the 

music of earlier times.  

At first the new Academy’s emphasis was on vocal music and under Pepusch the Academy 

established its own school to educate a small number of hand-picked boys who provided the soprano 

line in the Academy’s choral repertoire. It can be argued that it is thanks to the efforts of the 

Academy that the music of composers such as Byrd, Palestrina, Tallis and Victoria has come to be 

seen as an essential part of the musical canon, indeed that there should even be such a thing as a 

canon of musical works. Above all, in performing such ‘ancient’ music the Academy sought to 

provide contemporary composers with a rational grounding for their art, and a means by which to 

judge it. Key to the work of the Academy is the modest but highly influential figure of Benjamin 

Cooke (1734–93) who was one of the first boys to be educated by the Academy, and who would take 

over the mantle of Director at Pepusch’s death, while simultaneously being organist and choir master 

of Westminster Abbey, a well-regarded composer and an influential teacher. 

The opening chapter describes the foundation of the Academy and explores in detail 

Pepusch’s musical background, the Academy’s early repertory and the creation of its extraordinary 

music library, and highights a number of the significant professional musicians and elite amateurs 

who were encouraged by Pepusch’s work to become Academicians. These were men such as 

Maurice Greene (1686-1755) organist of St Paul’s Cathedral, John Immyns (1700-64) founder of the 

Madrigal Society, Sir John Hawkins (1719-89) author of A General History of the Science and 

Practice of Music (pub. 1776), Francesco Geminiani (1687-1762) violinist and composer and 

Giovanni Bononcini (1670-1747), opera singer. Here we sense the influence on Eggington of the 

American scholar William Webber, whose The Rise of Musical Classics in Eighteenth-Century 

England (1992) did much not only to identify the significance of the Academy to English musical 

life, but also to identify the paucity of in-depth scholarship about it, a lacuna that Eggington so 

comprehensively addresses with this book. 

Chapter 2 focuses on the life and work of Benjamin Cooke who was director of the Academy 

for the greater part of its more than 60-year existence. Eggington presents a deftly sketched 

biography of Cooke bringing together a wide variety of contemporary sources that allows us fully to 

appreciate Pepusch’s careful creation of the young Cooke as a remarkably talented composer and 

performer, and someone gifted with social grace, what today we would refer to as ‘people skills’. It 

is clear that those around Cooke willingly worked with him and for him, not only liking and 

admiring him for his talent, his intellect and his scholarly generosity, but also for his easy sociability. 
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It is in the remaining chapters that Eggington provides his most compelling and original 

contributions. In chapter 3, we are given for the first time a thorough treatment of the Academy as it 

was under Cooke’s leadership, the development of its repertory, a detailed analysis of the works 

performed, and its membership. The details of the programmes collated from a range of sources at 

home and abroad are of immense value to the study of English musical life. 

In chapter 4 the focus moves from the Academy’s programme of performances to its 

theoretical and philosophical underpinning; the Academy was fundamentally a place of study and 

learning. Eggington explores in detail the development of Hawkins’s history of music – effectively 

the Academy’s manifesto and its textbook - and that work’s combative relationship with its rival 

history of music written by Charles Burney (pub. 1776-89). Burney was no supporter of ancient 

music, concerned that music’s power lay in its immediate mimetic and melodic qualities rather than 

its universal mathematical and harmonic ones. In this chapter we are also introduced to other English 

composer-theorists - such as William Boyce (1710-79), John Keeble (1711-86), Marmaduke 

Overend (d.1790), and John Travers (1703-58) - whose theoretical works will be unknown to most, 

but which give the context for Cooke’s own theoretical endeavours. 

Chapter 5 is perhaps the most complex and challenging part of Eggington’s work and lies at 

the heart of the book. It is the first detailed study of Cooke’s own theoretical magnum opus, his 

‘Musical Conjectures’ (1769), to be found in autograph form in the Bodleian Library of the 

University of Oxford. It is a dense and difficult work based on classical antecedents that explore 

tuning and temperament and cycles of keys through which Cooke sets out to discover “an all-

encompassing logic to music” (164). 

 

Implicit is the assumption that there is in the mathematical principles 

underlying scales one truth about music that applies to the best harmony of 

all ages, whether of the ancient Greeks, the sixteenth-century polyphonists, or 

Cooke’s own time. (164) 

 

Chapters 6 and 7 usefully allow Eggington to demonstrate the application of Cooke’s 

theoretical writing to a number of Cooke’s own works: part songs, orchestral anthems, and the two 

large-scale choral and orchestral works, specifically ‘The Morning Hymn of Adam and Eve’ and 

‘Ode on the Passions’.  

The book’s ‘Epilogue’ charts the sad decline of the Academy after 1784 when a new style of 

management sought (unsuccessfully) to reinvent and relocate the Academy as a fashionable public 

concert society; Cooke was eventually ousted as Director in 1789. Despite the management’s further 

reinventions and relocations, by the early 1800s the Academy had ceased to exist. Perhaps saddest of 

all, its once celebrated library was lost with only a handful of surviving items now attributable to it. 

In this book Tim Eggington has for the first time provided a detailed and in-depth study of the 

original Academy of Ancient Music and the work of Benjamin Cooke, and in doing so has addressed 

a significant gap in the history of eighteenth-century English music. He convincingly shows that the 

Academy was a major engine of musical creativity, education, erudition and internationalism and 

effectively cemented the very idea of an historical musical canon in English minds. This sturdily 

bound book is surely a valuable contribution to the history of English music. 
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